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Dear Peter,
The already-grizzly violence inAlgeria is still on the rise. Heads have literally been
rolling in Blida market and the use of napalm in Kabylie has now been confirmed. Three
of my personal acquaintances, a Berber shopkeeper and two French clerics, have been
assassinated in the Casbah recently, bringing the reality.of the guerrilla war again close to
home. have been out of Algiers for over six months now, but Algiers is still not out of me.
Algeria remains the only’real example so far of a Sunni Islamic .revolution and it
continues to send chills throughout the region.
What went wrong in that glittering white port city just across from the Cte d’Azur?
Algeria’s current crisis is rooted in the very birth of the nation itself. The problems
that have surfaced since the 1988 riots, which brought down Algeria’s facade of a cMlian
govenmaent, are the result of issues left stewing on the political back burner since the start
of Algeria’s struggle for independence from France.
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The crisis can be traced to the beginning of Algeria’s contemporary Islamist
movement in the 1950s and the strategies of the leaders of independent,Algeria who, even
while they fought against Islamists as a destabilizing factor, favored the development of
Islamist ideology as a strong alternative to French colonialism. 1 Widespread corruption
and a poorly planned arabization program (which nearly started a civil war between
Berbers and Arabs in Algeria before the war of independence had even ended) were the
final touches of the volatile mix defining modem Algeria. When moves toward democracy
loosened the lid on the Algerian pressure cooker after the 1988 riots, the current violent
explosion resulted.
The evolution of Algeria’s Islamist movement can be divided into four broad
periods, which are inexorably intertwined with the evolution of Algeria’s power structure.
1. The Association of Algerian Muslim Ulema and its influenc.e (19.0s-1970)
The Association of Ulema [religious scholars] was created while Algeria was still a
French territory and sotght to reform Algerian society and define Algerian identity as
distinct from that of the French. In addition to being heavily influenced by the Algerian
philosopher Ben Badis, it was was also later influenced (as are most contemporary

Islamists) by the writings of Sayyid Qotb2 and Ion Taimiyya3.
Soon after its creation, the seed organization of the FLN (the ruling Algerian party)
was formed. The two competing groups were almost identical in ideology, although the
latter took a more militant nationalist stance to the problem of Algerian identity. The most
militant members of the Association of Ulema joined the more nationalist ranks of the FLN
soon after the war for independence began in 1954, forming the beginnings of the complex
overlap between cultural Islamism and political nationalism.
In 1956-the Association of Ulema regrouped andbegan rallying against the FLN for
leadership of the independence movement. The early FLN, which had modelled its efirly
discourse on the Association of Ulema and many of whose key members came from
militant factions of the Association of Ulema, rallied in turn against the Islamic
organization.
Largely because of the backing of the Algerian army, Ahmed Ben Bella came to
power in 1962 as free Algeria’s first: president, but the dispute over the rightful heir of the

1Les Islamistes Algeriens Face au Pouvoir, Aissa Khelladi, Editions:Alfa, Alger, 1992. p. 8

2A principle founder of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood who wrote pmlitically, mainly
from his prison cell, from 1954 to 1964. He was executed by Egyptian authorities in 1966.
Althotgh his books are banned in Algeria, they :remain widely available throughout the
Arab world.
3Ibn Taimiyya (1263-1328) denounced those Muslims who did not actively pa.rticipate in the
jihad against the Tartars- or Mongols- who conquered Muslim territory and the ruled by
non-Islamic law.
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independence straggle, which left over a million Algerians dead, is at the heart of today’s
violence.
The fathers of many Islamist leaders (including FIS president Abassi Madani) who
claim that Algerian independence was usurped by the FIN, were leaders of the Association
of Ulema. Because of this mixed heritage, and the long-standing determination of the FIN
(and now the army) to control the political arena, militant Islamists were dispersed
throughout the FLN, where they remained an important religious lobby group.
The strong influence of this lobby group on national policy is evident in Algeria’s
national motto, "Islam is my religion, Arabic is my language, Algeria is my country" and
helps explain the adoption of Islamic family law as early as 1965 and the adoption of the
Islamic Thursday-Friday weekend.4
A key link between the Association of Ulema and the contemporary Islamist
movement was E1-Qiam El-Islamia [Islamic Values] founded immediately after Algerian
independence by a group of imams who declared themselves "protectors of the Islamic
values endangered by a century and a half of colonialism."5 Hachemi Tidjani, Ahmed
Sahnoun.and Abdel-Latif Sultani, the fathers of Algeria’s :contemporary Islamist movement,
were founding members of the group, later joined by FIS president Abassi Madani. Tidjani,
the group’s president, declared in 1964 that the outlook of the organization was reformist,
and followed the philosophies of key Islamist thinkers such as Jamal El-Din A1-Afghani and
Mohamed Abdou. He also recognized, however, the importance of militant strategists such
as Sayyid Qotb and Hassan E1-Banna. 6 The group’s goal, he said, was to integrate Islamic
and Western values to form a modern and Islamic Algeria ideologically independent of

France.The formation, of El-Qiam El-Islamia coincided with the huge influx of Egyptian
and Syrian teachers, many of whom were being persecuted by Jamal Abdel-Nasser as
members of the Mttslim Brotherhood. These were the Arabizers of modem Algeria
percent illiterate) and like the El-Qiam El-Islamia, they were convinced .that the union-of
socialism and Islam was impossible. Despite Ben Bella!s declarations that Algeria was an
"Islamic socialist" regime, a number of the ex.Ulemas in the FLN (including Sheikh Bashir
El-Ibrahimi) joined EI-Qiam in decrying socialism as anti-Islamic.
After only two years of independence the Socialist regime of Ben Bella faced serious
opposition. On June 19, 1965, Houari Boumediene and his army, fearing that Ben Bella’s
socialism could lead to anarchy.in :Algeria, took ,control of the country. Boumediene put
first the Education.ministry and then the Minister:of Information and Culture in the hands
of Ahmed Taleb (the son of Ben Bella Opponent Sheikh lbrahimi). Despite this concession
to the Islamic. camp, Boumediene’s "socialist.reform" policy, marked the rapture between
his regime and the Islamists. Abdel,Latif Sultani, a member of the-Association of Ulema
and later a founding member of the Islamic Salvation Front, decried Boumediene’s

(the75

4For the many Algerian companies with links to the west, tliis means Algeria can only
conduct international bttsiness three days per week.

5Khelladi, p. 15.
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6Founder of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood.

campaign to nationalize private property as un-Islamic and published a still-banned book
entitled Socialism is MazdekismT.
At that early stage some of the more militant Islamists were members of the ruling
FI,N and popular mobilization independent of the ..:?,,: regime was seemingly difficult.
The 1966 execution of Sayyid Qotb (who remains the forefather of modern militant
Islarnism) by Nasser changed all that.
EI-Qiam responded, to the execution by rallying the Alggrian masses against the
Nasserist regime and writing sharp letters of protest against the "satanic" Egyptian
government. Bota’nediene banned the now-politicized opposition organization in 1970, but
the leaders of EI-Qiam continued to quietly rally Algerians against the socialist regime,
which had so far failed to deliver concrete benefits to the Algerian people.
2. Islamic activism at the University of Algiers (1970 1980).

Just as these politicized Islamists, many of whom were teachers, were forced to
continue their efforts underground, Algeria’s arabization program reached a crisis point.
From 1962 to 1972, Arabic had been aught only as a second language, and most of
the school curriculum was still taught in French. While declaring Arabic Algeria’s official

language, Algeria’s policy-makers (themselves francophone) had never renounced French,
which they hoped could give Algeria special access to European technology. The first
"Arabized" generation graduated in the early 1970s, only to discover that Universities and
employment were not to be had for non-French speakers. At the University’ of Algiers,
where the first University prayer room was built in 1968, the mosque rapidly’ became a
refuge for these frttstrated Arabic speakers. It was ’in this first prayer room that Algeria’s
excluded Arabic speakers met to discuss the hypocrisy of a regime that declared itself
Islamic and Arabic whiledenying highereducation to Arabic speakers. The lowest-paid
profession, teacliing, was the only career open to Arabic speakers since all other.sectors of
society’ still ftmctioned (and continue to ftmction) in French.
A more .systematic Arabization, policy, in which schools and universities were
actually taught in Arabic, (and, as elsewhere in-the Arab world, included daily Islamic
Science courses) was not adopted tmtil 1973. In addition to reforming and expanding the
Arabization program, President Boumediene responded to the large and increasingly
disgruntled- Arabophone sector of Algerian society by, declaring that "a thousand socialist
villages equal a thousand mosques."8 There were already over 5,000 mosques in Algeria,
but the socialist built more to satis his constituents. Nost of these mosques were
government controlled, and Friday prayers .were written or censored by:the Ministry of
Religious Affairs.: Imams who spoke out against the regime were ftred, but with five prayers
a day’ seven day’s a week at thousands of mosques throughout the country; it was
impossible to control every" imam. Young imams such as Ali Benhadi who spoke out

7Mazdekism was a heretical Iranian sect popular in the fifth century.
8Khelladi, p.45
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agaimt the system and began producing underground cassettes and videos of their sermons
gained considerable prestige during this period,
From 500 prior to independence, the number of Algerian students had jumped to
54,000 by Boumediene’s death in 1978. Tension between dgeria’s ruling francophoneS and
the new generation of excluded arabophones mounted. The University of Algiers
room and thousands of Islamic pamphlets were mysteriously burned and the number Of
arrests of the .4rab.o-Islamics
(now a maiority) increased.
The latter reacted by’ lashing out on morale grounds against culturally French Algerians,
decrying them as infidels and un-Islamic.
The 1979 explosion of the Iranian revolution and the great sympathy it amused
among the young Arabic-speaking majority had a profound impact on Algeria. After an
angry letter to the "non-Islamic and illegitimate" regime and the organization’ of a protest
rally against the:bppressivd’ regime, Sahnoun, Sultani, Madani and Benhadi (all leaders of
the present HS) were arrested.9

prayer

3. Division of movement and emergence of radical groups (1980-1988)

By 1980,. when President Chadli Benjedid was elected, Algeria’s economic and
political situation had worsened. Algeria depended overwhelmingly on revenues from
natural gas and efforts toward diversification had been seemingly abandoned. The
economy was a shambles and public accusations of mismanagement and corruption had
become endemic. The FLN claims to popular legitimacy were rapidly crumbling under
this increased criticism in both the Islamist camp .and the relatively: silent secularist camp.
In 198! Mustapha Bouyali, a follower of the extremist Algerian imam Med Adelhadi
Doudi lo, founded the Atoned Islamic Movement (MIA). He appointed a:majlis es-shoura,
a sort of religious board of directors or mini-parliament, and declared himself emi’r of the
armed organization. Unlike previous Algerian Islamic groups, the MIA was organized into
battalions throughout the country, armed with rifles, grenades and dynamite. Most
members of the group were arrested before the "Islamic revolution" cotrld be successfully
carried off, although Bouyali himself escaped from prison in.1982 and went into hiding.
Later the same year Chadli (with the necessary blessing of the Algerian army, which
has been the backbone of Algeria since independence), possibly hoping for_reconciliation
with the ema, released Madani, Sultani and Sahnoun from prison. Sultani, who was
already ailing, died soon after. After trying in vain to close Algeria’s non-governmentcontrolled mosques, Chadli also halted government censOrship of Friday sermons. Most of
the civic associations authorized by the Interior Ministry during this period were religiom.
Several imams banned in their own countries, such as Egyptian Islamist EI-Ghazali, became
almost Official in Algeria during this unprecedented period of grace for Islam in

independent Algeria.

9L’Algerie par ses Islamistes, M. A1-Ahnaf et al., Karthala, Paris, 1991. p.27.
10Doudi, who was half Algerian and half Egyptian, fled to France soon after
Chadli-took power.

For the next couple years, all seemed relatively quiet in Algeria. The silence was
broken i:: when Bouyali finally succeeded in regrouping*rearming the MIA. The first attack
was carried out in August 1985 in the Algiers suburb of Ain Yadja. The following attack was
in Blida the following year. The organization grew and the attacks multiplied, until security
forces succeeded in gunning down the renegade in 1987. The Islamic militias of Blida and
Larbaa and various districts of Algiers, however, were already armed and in place.

4. Remm of the Ulema and confrontation with the power structure (1988-?)
The October 5, 1988, riots in the gritty Bah E1-Oued neighborhood of Algiers, where
Ali Benhadj was a teacher and star imam, marked the point of no retum for the Chadli
regime. It was a spontaneous revolt by Algeria’s youth against unbearable living
conditions, a lack of opportunity (there were still few employment or higher education
opportunities for non-French speakers), and shortages of basic goods. After a quarter
century of military dictatorship, Algerians had had enough,
Algeria’s $70 billion economic boom which had begun in 1979 ended when oil
prices plummeted in 1985. An estimated 50 percent of all young Algerians were
unemployed at the time of the riots.
Extracurricular activities such as cinema and language clubs were suddenly
dropped from school curricula for lack of funds and libraries found themselves unable to
purchase new books.
Most of the young Islamists I met in Algeria said they had "discovered Islam" during
this difficult period (1985 to 1988), in which the new network of neighborhood mosques
and Islamic organizations met the desperate needs of Algeria’s disenfranchised youth.
Islamic community groups helped feed needy families and tutoring sessions for math and
other subjec were offered flee of charge at neighborhoo
mosques.
!.’ -,,,.e.,.
When the army fired polntblank at ttiemongtrators, leaving hundreds of young
Algerians dead, disenchantment and frustration with the regime turned to Outfight hatred.
The riots and the bOdycount continued until October10, when police pleaded wi’th Ali
Benhadj and Sahnoun to come themselves and disperse the crowds.
Ex-Ulema Ahmed Sahnoun wrote a letter to the president:
"Inever believed I would live long ough to see the protectors of the nation kill
the children of the nation. I was in the neighborhood of Sidi Mohamed to restore peace
and calm to the youths who love their religion and their country; they returned to their
homes in perfect calm and discipline While they were returning home military forces
stepped in their path; the dead and wounded felll You are, Mr. President, responsible for
the security of the people. Because of that we demand that you start an inquiry to discover
who is responsible for that massacre. Such violent reactions are against the general interest
in keeping the peace and are against the interest of the nation. God demands justice for
each drop of blood spilled. Stop the violence."11
Several months later Chadli Benjedid launched a program of liberalization and
promised multi-party elections. The FIS, an umbrella organization encompassing

11Khelladi, p.97.

everything from reformist trends embraced by conservative branches of the FLN to
Bouyalist militancy, won the first round of national elections in December 1991 by a
landslide. It gained 188 seats out of 231.
Shocked by the election results, the military forced Chadli to resign in January
1992, cancelled elections and banned the Islamic Salvation Front. The party’s leaders and
tens of thousands of its members were thrown in desert camps, many without trial.
Chadli’s successor, Mohamed Boudiaf, was assassinated in Jtme 1992 after he started
inquiries into government corruption. It is widely assumed that he was killed by the
military. After his assassination, an army-backed High State Council was named to mn the
country for a "transition period". This period expired in December and the military junta
which Islamists argue usurped the nation’s independence straggle and its elections is now
running the country under martial law.
Since the 1992 coup, thousands of Algerians have been killed and many tortured.
Middle East Watch has blamed both sides for the mounting violence, although with the
appearance of armed anti-Islamist militias, deadly rivalries between armed Islamic
factions, and increasingly grizzly tactics (including beheading, throat slitting etc) by
security forces, it is increasingly difficult to say how many sides there are.
If there are more street riots like those of 1988, diplomats now doubt the young
ambized amy conscripts would be willing to use force against the demonstrators.
With the fractionalization of the Islamist movement, the only Islamist leader who
still has enough credibility among both reformist and armed militant camps to stop
Islamist violence is Ali Benhadj, who is in a Tizi Ouzo prison and has refused all invitations
to a compromise with the military regime.
An influential and militant "modernist" minority in Algiers is also refusing
The longer fighting
suggestions of compromise between Islamists andthe military.
continues without a clear victory by Algeria’s military, however, the more certain some sort
of Islamic regime (whether direct or in the form of a decisive lobby group within the
military-backed regime) in Algeria becomes.
If the IslamJsts do come to power, most Algerians agree that Ali Benhadj would be
the most likely candidate first Islamic leader of the Mediterranean country.

Who is All Benbadj?
Ali Benhadj, 38, [nicknamed Alilou in the Algerian press] is married with four children.
Benhadj was born in Tunisia to a Vietnamese mother and Tuareg father,. 12 but became an
orphan after his father was killed in Algeria’s war for independence and his mother died
soon after. He was raised by the south Algerian Touati family. Benhadj studied at an
Islamic institute tmtil 1970, when Boumediene closed the institutes and Benhadj, like some

.

12Tuaregs are Berber nomads who live in the Sahara. They are currently waging a war:
against the govem/nents of Algeria, Mall, Niger and other Saharan nations f6r creation of an

independent Tuareg state.
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40,000 other Arabic speaking Algerian students, found himself out on the street. The
luckiest of these Algerians found low.-paying jobs as teachers and Benhadj was one of these
few. In 1982, when Madani, Sultani and Sahnoun were serving time in prison and Algerian
Islamic groups were going through a period of radicalization, Benhadj was arrested for
stealing dynamite and making explosives. He was convicted and sentenced to five years in
prison. In prison he read and reread the Qor’an, along with the works of Ibn Taimiyya,
Egyptian E1-Ghazali and Saudi Sheikh E1-Baz.- When he was released four years later,
Benhadj began his career as an imam in the poor Algiers neighborhoods of Bab EI-Oued
and Kouba. He did not speak French well enough to find other employment.
A gifted orator, he rapidly gained attention throughout Algiers, soon surpassing the
more established Madani and Sahnoun in popularity. Young Arabic speaking Algerians
came from miles to hear his sermons and his cassettes began to Circulate throughout
Algiers.
When the Islamic Salvation Front was created, .Benhadj became its number two
man. He has been imprisoned since the party was banned in 1992.
Benhadi, who h published a book on his interpretation of a modem Islamic state,
is perhaps the most radical of the FIS leadership. In interviews prior to his 1992
imprisonment, he dismissed democracy as "an infidel invention." In response to assertions
that women would be second class citizens., in an Islamic regime, he.. reportedly said: "Those
who want to play the women’s card are not men but effeminates."13
Despite such wild statements, he is extremely well-read on Islamic subjects and in
addition to his book, has contributed ntm:terous articles to Algeria’s Islamist.newspapers.
In addition to his persuasive orator](:, style, much of Benhadj’s poPularity stems
from his public comportment and image of sincerity, I-Ie did.: not cruise the streets of
Algiers in a Mercedes, as did Madani,: neither did .he play th;.wishy,washy moderate, as did

Nahnah.14

Asked about democracy, Benhadj said. "Democracy,:we don’t find any trace of the
word in dictionaries o1: the Arabic.language, or in,the books of. God, or in the Sunna, or in
the writings of the .great Arab authors We vill not submit to..the majority,, but to. that
which conforms to sbaria. We reject all that is not in keeping with Islamic law. How did
this concept of democracy, which is foreign, invade the country to the point where it has
been on everyone’s tongue since the October riots?"15
His open-ended question is an eloquent summary of the trials sti.l!..awaiting wartom Algeria. The country’s death toll continues to rise and military pleas to Benhadj to call
an end to the bloodshed are growing louder and more desperate. The-economic quagmire
that precipitated the 1988 riots has gotten even worse and a growing number of Algerians,
exhausted from years of terrorism and torture are asking themselves the pressing and still
unanswered question: :"What will Ali Benhadj do?"

13Khelladi, p.154.

14Leader of the moderate Algerian Hamas party, Closely allied with the now-moderate
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood.

15Khelladi, p.t55.

Continuing saga of the Aeria crisis:

FIS announces the formation of a new Executive Body Abroad
to coordinate the party’s activities. Rahab Kebir is elected
chairman.
Police commissionersfrom all Arab countn’es met in Tunis to
discuss ways and means to coordinate efforts to confront
Islamic movements, especially in Algeria and Egypt.

The use ofnapalm by Algerian authorities in reported by the
foreign press [re Monde] for the first time, Napalm was
reportedly used in Kabylie in the lslamist-dominated region of
J je .
First killing claimed by an anti,Islamist death squad took
place at the University of Tizi Ouzo (Kabylie) 60 milesfrom
Algiers. Gunmen shot and killed a professor of Islamic law in

front of his students.
Oct., ’93

Anti-lslamtst gunmen killed a suspected Islamist militant in

Algiers.
Nov., ’93

The French government rounds up 88 Algerian Islamists in
Paris.

?D Nov. ’93

All Benbadj wrote a 6-page letterfrom his prison cell in Tizi
Ouzo (Kabylie) addressed to the Commission for National
Dialogue. "Nothing will be possible without the judgement of
those Who interrupted the electoral process and caused the
blood of the children of the Muslim people to flow," he wrote.
Arguably the only islamist leader with enough credibility in all
Islamist camps to stop the violence, Benhadj has been in
prison since the FIS was banned in 1991.

’5 Dec., ’93

12 Croates massacred in Tamezguida, notfarfrom Medea.
Security forces later convicted Sayeh Atria of organizing the
massacre. Atria has led an armed commando unitfor over a
year and bad carded out some 200 assassinations, according to
algerian sources.

19 Dec., ’93

The HCE, whose mandate was due to expire the end of the year,
extends its term for one month.
Three bodies oflslamists were found in a ditch in the tough
neighborhood ofBaragui. Anti- Islamist militias claimed
responsibility for the killings.

1Feb., ’94

A French freelancejournalist was shot dead and an Australian
journalist wounded in the Casbah ofAlgiers. They were the
first#reign#urnalists to be killed in Algeria’s mounting
violence.

early Feb.

Armed gunmen entered the downtown Algiers office of the
Hebdo Libere weekly newspaper, killing throejournalists and
wounding several others.

February

The military officially takes charge in Algeria with the
naming of General Liamine Zeroual as President.

late Feb.

In a.despemte attempt to stop an Islamist takeover ofBlida, (Ramadan)
authorities reportedly marked Ramadan by beheading known Islamists
and leaving their heads in the market. Residents said the grizzly
beheadings had stopped by the end of Ramadan in mid-march

22April, ’94

Suspected militant Islamists destroyed the operatiom
center of a cement works near Algiers, putting the.
factory and its 600 employees out of work.

8May, ’94

Two French Clerics, Henri Verges and Helene Saint Raymond,
were assa,inated in the Casbah less than_ two hours after the
end of a "demonstration for-reconciliation" between Algerian
"modernists" and moderate Islamists. It was the second time in
a row that such marches against terrorism have been
immediately followed by the assassinations offoreigners

14-16 May

The Alge4an military killed 20 Islamist militants and wounded
22 others in roundups in various parts of the country,

including Algiers.
Best regards,

Katherine
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